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MISSION
The exhibition will allow visitors to explore
how the body has designed an immune
system to protect against illnesses and
how humans have designed scientific tools
to aid in the immune system’s defense.

BIG IDEA
My biology and medicine help design a team
that can find and defeat any bad guy!
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OBJECTIVES
GOALS
•
•
•
•

•
•

The visitor will understand why they are getting 			
their next vaccine
The visitor will notice in other circumstances 			
how their body is designed to maintain their health.
The visitor will understand what is happening in 			
their body the next time they are sick.
The visitor (parents) will feel more secure 				
in the understanding of vaccines and medicine 			
recommended by doctors and other in the 				
medical profession
The visitor will be filled with curiosity as they see 		
how complex their immune system is.
The visitor will learn the difference between viruses 		
and bacteria

•
•
•
•
•
•

The visitor will learn a basic overview of how
the immune system works
The visitor will feel strong and in charge as 		
they are included in the story of the immune
system fighting off a virus or bacteria
The visitor will use interactive to become a part
of the immune system battle story
The visitor will move around the space from
station to station learning about the immune
system
The visitor will partake hands-on activities to
learn about specific cell interactions
The visitor will view and interact with 			
diagnostic tools.
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AUDIENCE
Primary: 4th thru 6th graders and their parents.
Secondary: Science/Biology teachers and enthusiasts

PROPOSED VISITOR Affect
The visitor is invited into The ImmuniTeam’s headquarters where they learn
about the design of all of their tools/ weapons (different cells) that they use
to battle against dangerous antigens. There are also bits of historic discoveries and design mixed in that show how other helpful “tools” are designed to
help The ImmuniTeam win!
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GESTALT

colorful buttons Bright bold comic superhero
commanding biological primary justice
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Bubble Diagram
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Medicine
mimicking biological design

History of
medicine
First Vaccine
First Thermometer
First Antibiotic
Invention of Germ
Theory

Antigens

(Rogue’s Gallery

Exam Devices/
teststing
diagnostic tools
Thermometer
Blood Pressure
Fever Reducers
Bandages
Antiseptics
Perscription Drugs

Cell culture
Bacteria vs Virus
Diﬀerential
diagnostics quiz

Icon: Command Center
Bad Guy Battle

Natural Immunity
Innate Immunity
Physical barriers
Macrophage
Neutrophil
Dendritic Cells
Innate Immunity quiz

Antigen specific design

Adaptive Immunity
Helper & Killer T-cells
B cells
Antibody & Antigen game

Hero’s
Farewell

FLOOR PLAN
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Key
Entrance/Exit

4

Your Medical Arsenal

3

Interactives

Elevations

2

3

Threshold Experience
View of the
Command Center
from the inner
entrance.
View of Man Made
Defenses area.

2

Thermometer
Interactive

4

Blood Pressure
Interactive

2

3

5

Cell cultures and
microscope.

6

Human Designed
Immunity quiz game

7

Hero cape
projection

Reliefs of pathogen
bad guys
Scale models of
Neutrophil and
Dendritic cell
Weapons of the Past

3

6

7

command
Center

2

Adaptive Immunity
player vs player game

3

Objects
1

Weapons and
Heroes

Innate Immunity quiz
game

1

5
Culture Clash

Command Center

1

4
4
Mad Made Defense

3

Rogue’s
Gallery

Active Immunity
1

1

Innate Immunity
2

2

1’

1

2’

4’’
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AXON
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WALKTHROUGH

Alex is on a school trip to the Podunk
Museum of design. As a 5th grader, Alex
knows what a disease is and how getting
vaccines and washing hands is supposed to
help stop it, but doesn’t really know how
that works or why. They’re mostly concerned
right now with having fun on this day off with
their friends and playing with as many things
as possible. Alex’s class moves towards a wall
adorned with posters and a large colorful
graphic reading “Designed to Defend:

Medicine, Immunity, and Defeating Disease!”

THRESHOLD EXPERIENCE
The threshold is a pretty normal brick wall.
Giant posters like movie or comic book
advertisements surround the entryway,
advertising “Join the ImmuniTeam! Fight
infection! Down with the sickness!” The
ImmuniTeam appear to be superheroes, with
a blank character in front of the squad, a

place for a new team member. Between the
posters is an arched doorway in the brick.
As Alex enters the threshold they pass into
a short curved hall lined with grotesque
cartoonish representations of viruses and
bacteria against a mugshot background,
holding plaques. On each plaque is the
diseases name, infection toll, and current
status (Extinct, At large, etc). The floor is
corrugated metal, the walls are metal as well,
curved like the inside of a tunnel. The large
text in the hall says: “The enemy is all around
us, hiding in plain sight. They infect millions
of people a day, causing disease and death
across the world. But there are those who
are designed to stand and fight for justice
and the health of the human body. Join the
ImmuniTeam! With human ingenuity and
natural defenses combined, we can defeat
the enemy. We can Design to Defend!” At the
end of the hallway stand shiny metal doors.
As Alex approaches the doors, they slide
open, revealing the main body of the exhibit.

ENTERING THE MAIN EXHIBIT

Position in Floor Plan

The inside walls are curved into an
almost bubbly o rganic sort of soft
square. Brightly lit and colored in bold
primaries, it looks like the inside of a
spaceship, or a space station. There are
a lot of things happening throughout
the room but in the very center stands
a tall hexagonal core structure. On each
side of the hexagon there is a stool and
a station that looks like an old arcade
machine. From each top corner sprouts
a twisting shape made out of tubes
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containing a clear golden fluid that arches across the
high ceilings and down to the floor against the front,
rear, and sides of the room. Each face of the hexagon
is a station reminiscent of an arcade machine. Alex is
drawn to it immediately.

Icon: COMMAND CENTER

View of the Command Center from the inner doors.

Position in Floor Plan

Alex picks out a free station on one face of the core.
There is a a joystick and large buttons, and a place
for Alex to wave the RFID tag lanyard given to all the
students at the beginning of the museum. The top
button says START. Alex pushes it and the login screen
is activated. Alex waves their lanyard at the RFID
reader and their name and an automatically generated
cartoonish sprite of their face is shown. When asked
to choose between beginning initiation or fighting
the final boss, Alex picks the final boss, a big mean
germ with a gap tooth the game labels “Finacocchus
the Destroyer”. “I’m great at videogames” they think
“This will be easy”. The game, however, is harder than
they think. They have a toolbelt that seems to contain
medicines, and a list of superpower moves. One of the
moves is “Fever: Turn up the heat to make your enemy
sweat!” Alex remembers being taught that fever is a
way the body fights disease, so they pick that power
and mash the button. While the bad guy’s health bar
does fall, so does Alex’s! “Oh no!” they think, “Fever

only works a little bit and if I keep using it, I’m going
to die!” Looking through the toolbelt, Alex picks an
antibiotic. They remember getting antibiotics from the
doctor the last time they had strep throat. Antibiotics
fix everything, right? Except this antibiotic isn’t doing
anything against the bad guy. Why? And the fever was
still sapping away Alex’s health bar. It blinks red as Alex
loses this round.
“Wow” they think. “I’m going to have to learn more
things to beat this boss”.
Back at the main menu, Alex selects the Initiation
option. A red clad superhero with a bold capital I icon
on his chest appears and introduces himself as Captain
Immunity. He implores Alex to go over to his section to
learn more about the Innate Immune system.

The Central Hub of the TARDIS was a primary
design inspiration for the command center.
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WALKTHROUGH (CONT’D)

INNATE IMMUNITY
Innate immunity contains scale models
of different cells in the innate immune
system, panels describing the skin,
mucous, and stomach acid as part
of innate immunity, as well as a big
porthole showing blood flowing by. Alex
realizes this command center is inside
the body! Upon touching the porthole,
another interactive opens up and Captain
Immunity invites them to play a basic quiz
game about aspects of innate immunity.
Alex can log in to this game by scanning

Position in Floor Plan

12

A scale model dendritic cell

their lanyard,
and a few other
classmates do the
same their faces
popping up at the
bottom as the
quiz scores are
tallied. Alex wins a
few rounds of the
quiz game, loses
a few, wins a few
more. When the
game runs out of
questions captain immunity pops up again
to congratulate them all on a game well
played. He restates that he has super
strength, strong skin, acid, and the power
to grow big in order to clobber bad guys
down. Cells in the innate immune system
all work the same way against every
enemy. “But sometimes” he says “Super
strength isn’t always enough. That’s
when you need to bring in your team. Go
see the next member of the ImmuniTeam
in Adaptive Immunity right next door”

in subterfuge and sabotage, finding out
how the enemy works and designing ways
to block them. Alex sees their friends
sitting at large round touch screen tables.
They appear to be playing a game. Alex
calls dibs on next game and starts eagerly,
facing off against a classmate. After
scanning themselves in, the instructions
for the game pop up on the screen.
Directed by Lu, each player is prompted to
be a pathogen, or a B Cell. Alex chooses
to play as a B cell. Their opponent, as
the pathogen, has the first move, picking
out a design for their shield. Alex has to
pick which blocks fit into their opponents
shapes, surrounding them like a tetris
block to stop the pathogen from moving
forward. The game progresses through
three rounds of the antigen mutating,

ADAPTIVE IMMUNITY
The wall copy in this section introduces
Lu Kosight, “The Brains”. She’s an expert

Playing the Immunity Game

An existing antibody game

and Alex keeping up with blocking it.
They learn that adaptive immunity,
unlike innate immunity, is specific to
the pathogen it’s fighting and has to
keep redesigning its defenses against
new threats. Alex wins the game and
hoots in triumph in their classmates
face. Lu pops up again to congratulate
both players. “I can design a defense
for almost any bad guy, given enough
time and resources” She says “But
sometimes I don’t have enough time, and
sometimes my resources are depleted.
That’s when I need tools and weapons.”
She then introduces Alexander Fleming
“The Weapons Guy”. He’s a scientist, the
discoverer of penicillin, and he controls
and designs the arsenal of weapons that
are used to help Lu and the Captain do
their jobs. She instructs the kids to move
across the space to the section
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marked “MAN MADE DEFENSE”, to get more
instruction from Fleming and help them
defeat the enemy.

MAN MADE DEFENSE
Alex goes to this area, which is slightly
dimmer than the rest of the exhibit, with a
dropped ceiling containing spotlights shining
on pedestals. On the pedestals are fantastic
looking old tools, labeled with care. The first
vaccine, against smallpox. The first antibiotic.
The first thermometer. Along the back wall
are big illustrations in the same comic style as
the rest of the characters, of their owners and
inventors, with information available about

when they lived, and what tool they designed
to help the ImmuniTeam . Alex is intrigued by
the artifacts, presented as powerful weapons
and precious artifacts. To the right of this
area is a section labeled “Finding the Enemy”.
Two interactive elements bookend a display
about diagnostic tools and how they can be
used to determine if someone is sick. Alex
uses an infared thermometer on two graphics
of an open mouth. One reads a normal
body temperature, indicating a low chance
of infection, while the other is elevated,
indicating a very high chance of infection.
Alex also tries the blood pressure cuff,
learning that extremely high or extremely
low readings can indicate a whole host of
problems, including infection.
To the right of “Finding the Enemy” lies
“Your Medical Arsenal”. Alex reads about
antiseptics, stitches, bandages, antibiotics,
fever reducers, and how they all have a role in
fighting the causes of infection, like bandages
patching the protective layer of the skin,
and fighting symptoms of infection. Here the
difference between fighting the infection and
fighting the symptoms are emphasized. For
example, Alex learns that while cold medicine
may stop your sniffles, it doesn’t do anything
to really fight the cold causing it. Picking the

right weapons for the right fight is critical!
To the right of “Your Medical Arsenal”
lies “Culture Clash!”, an interactive about
bacterial cultures. It is here that Alex views
large printouts and can look through a
microscope at slides of the different kinds of
bacteria that most commonly affect people
and sees how an antibiotic, when introduced
to a bacterial culture, carves a swath through

the bacteria. Alex learns that viruses, unlike
bacteria, can’t live outside a host cell and
can’t live in a culture the way bacteria can,
Through large panels, Alex learns that a
vaccine will stop a virus or bacteria dead in its
tracks, but only if you shield yourself with it
BEFORE going into battle. Alex realizes this is
why kids have to get a flu shot, to equip their
cells with the weapons designed for fighting

Elevation of “Man Made Defense”
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is no! It’s not going to help because
the flu is a virus!”. This starts
a conversation, with everyone
discussing what answer they all
should put in so they all get the
highest scores. Working together,
everyone wins that round. Fleming
congratulates the group on a game
well played and prompts everyone
to return to the command center
for the final mission.

A sample topical graphic from Man Made Defense

that specific virus.
Immediately next to the microscope stand
is another porthole interactive which, when
touched, starts another short quiz game
led by Alexander Fleming starts up. Alex
scans into the game, and is joined by a few
friends. The game asks questions about the
difference between a virus and a bacteria,
and the best tools to fight each. On one
question, “Will antibiotics help if you have
the flu?” Alex sees a classmate start to
answer yes and shouts out “No! The answer

THE FINAL MISSION
Alex logs back into the control center,
armed with the knowledge to finally beat
this final bad guy. The game is challenging
but they beat it, using manmade tools and
natural defenses. Alex is congratulated by
the ImmuniTeam, and a small printer in the
command center kiosk prints off the team
photo with Alex’s avatar front and center
on a membership badge that Alex can string
onto their lanyard. On the back of the badge
is a website where Alex learns they can log

in and keep playing the games they played
today for higher scores. There is also an
ImmuniTeam pledge, which reads:

They are encouraged to linger and learn,
or leave the exhibit and receive their
permanent assignment.

A HERO’S FAREWELL
Excited, Alex heads for the exit doors. They
open into a small chamber with a graphic
of the main members of the ImmuniTeam
surrounded by other kids avatars much like
Alex’s, all clapping. Alex realizes that these
kids are all part of the team, that they are all
on the same team. Alex’s shadow on the wall
seems normal at first but… is that a cape?
Alex stands for a second, posing to examine
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A visitor admires their flowing cape on the projection wall

the flowing cape clearly attached to their shadow
on the wall. The same voiceover from the entryway
congratulates Alex for joining the ImmuniTeam, a
position of great power and great responsibility.
The last exit doors open. Alex emerges into a typical
museum world, blinking, like the training, the fight,
the pledge, had all been a dream. Looking around
they note a bathroom nearby and think “Everyone
should wash their hands after using the bathroom
to help stop the spread of disease”. Grinning at the
membership badge, Alex knows they’ll never look
at medicine or biology the same way again. Not as
boring facts or nasty tasting liquids, but as weapons
and characters in an intense war, one that everyone
is a part of. “Washing my hands might win one
battle” Alex muses, “But the war has just begun.
And I’m ready to fight”.

The Justice League is a good example of a team of heroes.
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Threshold Ex[perience
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Elevation 1: View from Inner Door
Icon Experience: Command Center
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Elevation 2 : Man Made Defenses
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Look And Feel
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This topic graphic “Culture Clash” Is one of the introductory panels to elements in
“Designed to Defend”. Each thematic area is controlled by a different member of the
ImmuniTeam, and they introduce the topic discussed in each panel. Each is color
coded to its character. Red for Captain Immunity, Blue for Lu Kocyte, and Green for
Alexander Fleming. Graphics are slightly dimensional and stick out from the wall a
bit, with rounded corners to make them look like a comic book speech bubble.
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Typographic Specimen
(Topic Graphic)

TITLE TEXT
SUBHEADER/ CHARACTER
SPEECH BUBBLES

Avengence Mightiest Avenger, 131 pt/157 pt leading

Action Man 60 pt/72 pt leading

Body

Calibri, 40pt/40 pt leading

Sidebar

Calibri, 32 pt/38 pt leading

Photo Credit

Calibri, 8 pt/ 8 pt leading
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These 27”x41” promotional posters will
appear wherever flyering is accepted. In the
Podunk Museum of Design itself, and in and
around Podunk on poster walls, in coffee
shops, bus stops, and parks.
Upon finishing Designed to Defend, visitors
will also recieve their official ImmuniTeam
membership badge. They can then show this
off to all of their friends, assisting in word of
mouth promotion.
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Illustrated virus and syringe on a faded pixel dot background.

CMYK
100/0/0/0

CMYK
21/100/99/13

CMYK
0/0/100/0

CMYK
0/80/94/0

CMYK
75/0/100/0

CMYK
15/100/90/43

CMYK
5/20/15/1
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MUSEUM IDENTITY

The Podunk Museum of Design pays homage
to the history of design in its logo. Pure Cyan,
Magenta, and Yellow are used in varying
amounts, allowing those colors to create a
rainbow of new tones. Helvetica was chosen for
its iconic link to the International Typographic
style, itself linked to such design movements as
Bauhaus, Constructivism, and DeStijl.

Yellow: 30%

Magenta: 10%

Cyan: 10%

Yellow: 60%

Magenta: 30%

Cyan: 30%
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Xvivo
The Magic School Bus
Doctor Who
Rick and Morty
Justice League Unlimited
Osmosis Jones
Roy Lichtenstein
MediKidz
Captain America
The Fantastic Voyeage
Anti Body
Wikimedia Commons
The National Institute of Health

